METHODOLOGY

The subject being new exploratory design will be developed here Satish Zahoda and Kook have described three stages in exploratory design, these can described below.

1. **Survey of literature**: Survey of published works helps to understand current status of research work. Hence here researcher will study 20 books published on SEZ. Further web resources will also handled carefully. That important research journals in economics can also be collected and analysed properly.

2. **Social Experience Survey**: In this category 300 farmers in the surrounding areas of SEZ affected villages will be served by developing a questionnaire.

Insight stimulating cases in these area 20 experts in the industries as well as economics as well as CEOs in SEZ will be shortly interviewed for gathering data.

We have used the primary as well as secondary data for conducting the study and analysis of our project work. Primary data mainly composed of the Impact of SEZ on Rural India part, where we have talked with persons from different field and collected their views and information, which helped us a lot to broaden our outlook on the topic. The opinion of poor people who have lost their land for SEZ has also greatly enhanced our views. Secondary data analysis is commonly known as second-hand analysis. It is simply the analysis of pre-existing data in a different way or to answer a different question than originally intended (Mumtaz Rifat *et al.*, 2008).